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THE USE OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA IN AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

J.A. Chamberlin 

Since detailed and accurate weather fOI'Beasts are essential to 
the efficient operation of aircraft, the association between aircraft 
operators and meteorologists is very well established. Aocordingly there 
is no doubt that meteorologists are very familiar with the uses, the 
limitations and the requirements of the data which they produce for this 
aspect of aviation. 

However meteorological data play an important role in the basic 
design of aircraft, and since there is normally virtually no association 
between aircraft designers and meteorologists, it is assumed that the 
type of data required, and the uses to which it is put are relntively 
unfamiliar to meteorologists. Accordingly I thought it would be of interest 
to discuss this field. Since the problems are of a b~sic character they 
are not specially applicable to anyone type of aircraft. However, the 
increases in performance made possible by the jet engine and the adv~nt 
of electronic equipment have modo it necossary to secure more and better 
data than was thought adequate formerly. 

MAXIMUM GUST VELOCITY 

The most important piece of metoorological information used in 
design is the maximum gust velocity. This detorminos tho maximum intensity 
of bump that the aircraft structure need be designed to stand. Soveral 
important deductions can be mado from the simplified formula for the 
increase of load on the airplane:-

KUVa 
w 

where K is a coefficient to relate tho actual gust velocity to 
that of an equivalent sharp-edged gust. 

U is the equivalent velocity of the sharp-odged gust 
at sea level. 

V is the equivalent velocity of the aircraft at sea level. 

a is a coefficient indicating the increase of lift on the 
wing per unit change of the anglo of tho wing 
relative to the airstream. 

w is the wing loading c 

This shows that as an aircraft goes faster the harder is the bump, 
while the higher the wing londing, the less severo tho bump. This has 
obvious implications in design, i.e., that higher speed aircraft must be 
stronger unless their wing loading is increased. Sinco increased strength 
requires increased weight, the tendency in recent years has been towards 
increased wing loadings as speeds have increased. 



It can also be seen th'lt the change of lift per mit angle of the 
wing relative to the wind is a very important factor in determining the 
load on the aircraft. For a given airplane this usually varies considor
ably, with the speed of the aircrcft relative to tho speed of sound, or 
Mach number ' as it is callEld. However this varintion itself depends on 
the frequency of the gusts. This is because the properties of wings are 
considerably diffeDent when their motion is oscillatory relative to the 
wind than when steady. The roason for this may be oxplained qualitatively 
by considering that a wing in steady flow generatos a disturbanco in the 
air, which although it takes time to build up initially, eventually becomes 
stable. When either the air or the wing is oscillating, certain portions 
of the disturbance created by the wing are of opposite sense, and if the 
frequency of motion is high enough, these impulses are sufficiently close 
together to cancel ono another out, thus giving substantially differing 
properties than when this is not the case. Although the difference between 
the static and oscillatory values is very little at low speeds it may be 
as much as 20-30% at higher speeds, or more exactly at higher Mach numbers. 
Hence it can be assumed that a detailed knowledge of the structure of gusts 
would be necessary to accurately assess the loads on the aircraft. While 
the incentive to this is very much increased by tho higher speeds that 
are customary today, not only is sufficiently detailed information on 
gusts almost totally lacking, but also, although the properties of wings 
for static conditions and for very high froquencies are known, thoro is 
inadequate information about intermediate frequencies. Hence quantitative 
data is required on both these subjects before a roally fundamontal attack 
on the problem can be successful. In the meantime Q stctistical approach 
has been used, in which several o.irplanos were floVJn simultaneously at 
different speeds in tho same area of turbulence. This gives ansVJers, it 
is true, but they are influenced by the size and characteristics of the 
aircraft as well as the type of gusts found in the particular cases 
investigated. This method is obviously much too cumborsome to be applied 
extensively enough to involve samplos of all types of o.tmospheric turbul
ence. Hence a more scientific approach is certainly nooded. 

There is another interesting thing about tho lift per unit angle. 
That is, that although high speeds increase tho loads due to gusts, the 
planforms that are becoming necessary to attain very high speeds ho.ve 
reduced vo.lues of this fnctor, so that the offect of speed is to a large 
extent counteracted. The effect is due not only to the increased stubbiness 
of the wings, i.e., their ~idth is high re12tivo to their span, but also 
to the sweep which is becoming incroasingly provalont as spoeds are 
increased, Both those fnctors are quite p01iJOrful and when combined in the 
arrowhead type of wing, a considero.ble reduction in the effect of gust is 
obtained. 

For convenience in an~lysing and applying data on gusts, they are 
usually expressed in terms of their sharp-edged equivalent at sea level. 
This makes it possible to compare data obtained under a variety of condi~'" 

'tlDns and analyse it statistically. However , although this conception is 
expedient, it is not entirely adequato to lump too much data together. 
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One aspect of the problem is that the factor relating the actual 
gust velocity to equivalent sharp-edged gust varies not only with the wing 
loading as usually assumed but also with the characteristics of the air-
craft such as size and altitude. The aircraft in so far as its 
response to a gust is ooncerned may be represented by a mass suspended on 
a spring with a pneumatic damp().l'. The response depends on the relation 
between the natural frequency of the system, i.e., the airplane, and the 
forcing function, i.e., the gusts, and also on the damping, which is 
governed by the pressure of the air in the damping cylinder of the equiv
alent system or the altitude for the real airplano. As airplanes become 
larger, their size relative to' the wave length of gusts become signif" 
ioantly alterod. Also the natural frequency of wings is reduced to values 
more nearly comparable with those of gusts. The frequenoy response 
characteristics are henco altered by appreciablo amounts. Furthermore 
the altitude range has been extended to such an oxtont that its offect 
is no longer negligible. For thoso roasons tho use of oquivalont sharp
edged gusts is becoming an oversimplification of tho problom and tho 
conception of the gradod gust is bocoming curront. A linear gradient 
for 100 feet is normally specified. There is howovor vory Ii ttlo infor
mation on whether this is a really represontativo gust or not. Thus 
there is a great need for mora accurato data on this point. However the 
amount of work involved in tho analysis of an airplane for any ono gust 
condition is so great that the incentive to simplification and goneral
isation is auch that the most difficult problem may woll bo to reduce 
the data to a usable form rathor than to obtain it in tho first place. 

Because aircraft must be light in ordor to carry a load, the 
structural strength relative to gusts is based on the probability of not 
exceeding certain maximum gust velocitios in tho normal lifo of tho air
craft. It has been assumed that the probability of mooting any given 
gust intensity varies considerably with operating conditions. Thus a 
comparatively high gust velocity is assumed for tho comparatively low 
speeds corresponding to the approach condition during which the high 
turbulence near the ground must be mot. For tho cruising cnso a somewhat 
l,ower gust velocity is assumed because the pilot usually has tho option 
of flying in smoother air in this case, thus reducing tho probability 
of meeting high gusts. Even if he finds himself cruising in an area of 
high turbulence, he can reduce tho effocts of the gusts by flying slower. 
The existence of clear air turbulence partially vitiates this latter 
argument. Lower gust velocities still are assumod to be probablo at the 
extreme diving speed of the airplane since this is a very infrequent 
manoeuver, an<~ would norlllD.lly not be done if thero was a suspicion of 
high turbulence. The gradation of gust volocities assumed usually results 
in the strength required baing approximatoly tho sarno at all speeds. The 
maximum gust velocities at pro sent assumed appear to be sufficiontly high 
so that failures due to gusts are very rare indoed. There is a strong 
suspicion that lower values might be equally satisfactory if more accurate 
information on their detailed nature and their probability of occurrence 
was available. 

A detailed knowledge of gusts has several other applico.tions. 
One is in the st~~ of the strength under tho cumulative effoct of 
repetitions of l~ or fatigue as it is callod. Another is in the design 
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of autopilots. An airplane is normally sufficiently stable to fly by 
i tsel£ for a reasonable period. However if alio1;Jed to do this , it would 
be continually thrown off its course by gusts. It is tho purpose of the 
autopilot to supply a restoring force to bring it back on a predetermined 
course. This requires that the autopilot rospond to tho motion caused by 
the gust in an appropriate manner considering the characteristics of the 
airplane. "Thus the motion must bo smooth and '"lell damped with no t endency 
to hunt. This is often not an easy feat for a human pilot, let alone an 
automatic device. It accordingly cannot be obtained haphazardly but only 
by detailed calculations including all tho f actors involvod. Previously 
parts of those investigations vm r o ompirical. Hoy/over moro r ecently the 
use of autopilots for blind landing and for fire control has pointed to 
the necessity for more r ational. llclosod 100pll calculations to SGcura the 
mUch higher precision roqui~odQ Progross in this field has beon almost 
spectacular in recont yoar :? } so thd nOYI autopilots are moro efficient 
in certain respects than hu:nan pilots. For this reason thore is no doubt 
that the human pilot mu.st event",lCllly give way to his mochanical counter
part in the very delicate oporaiii o::l of aiming tho offonsivo aroament of 
fighters. This requires a vory high ordor of accurccy VJhich c.:m only 
be obtained by calculations i11vo1 vi ng a most cor:lplet e knovJledge of all 
the factors involved. Again ono of these is atmosphoric gusts. 

Another somewhat similar use to which gust data can be put is 
in the design of IIgust alleviators. 1l These are devices which when a gust 
hits the airplane, operate in such a way as to reduce the load produced 
by it. This is obviously a very desirable device for itnot only reduces 
the strength that has to be built into an airplane and hence its weight 
but also by reducing the severity of the bumps increases the comfort of 
the occupantso There are several forms of these devices and none has 
so far passed the experimental stage. One of the most popular is to hav.:e 
a probe on the front of the aircraft, which sonsas tho gust and :relays 
the signal to the ailerons so that they are defloctod in such a way as 
to relieve the load produced by the gust whon it hits tho wing. It is 
fairly obvious that a very comple te knowledge of gusts, especially their 
wave lengths, is necessary to design a mechanism of this kind. It is 
possible that a completely satisfnctory solution to this problem will 
not be obtained until morc dat a on gusts is obtnined. The objection to 
its complication and hence unreliability is not ontir ely valid, sinco 
the ai r craft would sti ll be st rong enough to ':Jithstand the probable gusts 
for a very large percemt agc of t ho t ime VJith tho alloviator inoperative. 
The chances of meet ing a higher gust \"I hen tho device had broken dO'iffi would 
then be suff iciently remote if t he dogree of reliability is as good as 
that achieved by other aircr af t components., It is accordingly felt that 
with inclt'Oflsed knowledge~ gust allevia tors will be developed not only 
for the sake of we i ght savings bU'h illso for passenger comfort. 

When consideri~g passenge~ comfort, thore is the possibility 
of adjusting the operating altitude and wing loading to give the smoothest 
ride possible . For thi.1 pu:q:lOse c) 'J.ta are required on the variation in 
i ntensity and frequency of gusts vrlt~ altitude , with special emphasis on 
the r el atively I5mal l gusts t hat a:.:o most frequently oncountered. On the 
basis of existing experience it is considered too uncomfortable to fly 
much above 300 mph under 5000 ft. Mora dcta on this subject is needed. 



The uses of information on atmospheric gusts in aircraft design 
have now been summarised. Accordingly the methods of obtaining such data 
as exists remain to be discussed. 

METHODS OF MEASURING GUST VELDCITIES 

By far the most commonly used method of measuring gust veloc
ities is the use of V-G recorders installed in aircraft. In this instru
ment a stylus preserves a record on a smokod glass slide of the position 
given it by a sensitive accelerometer und the air~poed system of the 
aircraft. The equivalent sharp-odged gust velocity can be calculated from 
these quantities by the formula givon earlier. This instrument is very 
simple, reliable, and easy to install and service. It has boon fitted 
very extensively on both airline and service airplanes in the U.S., 
U.K.~ and Germany. 

This instrument giv~s an envelope at the maximum values of the 
sharp-edged gust vs. speed that hovo boen obtained until tho slide has 
been replaced. The statistical analysis of largo numbers of slides taken 
from aircraft operating undor a wide variety of conditions and routes 
gives the information at present being usod for design. However most of 
the present data has been obtained at rolatively low altitudes, and there 
is insufficien-i evidence as to whother it is applicable to higher altitudes. 
In fact, it is a limitation of tho instrument that no record is kept of 
the altitude or of the meteorological conditions at the time of the gust. 
Also the values obtained are to a certain extent temperod by the cha~ 
acteristics of the airplane, the exact shape of the gust and the altitude) 
as discussed previously. It may howover bo argued that most of these 
things will average out if n sufficiently large numbor of records 0.1'0 

kept on a variety of aircraft types. 

It is also n limitation of this method that it provides very 
little information about the profile of tho turbulonao, ospocially if it 
is below the maximum. 

!s an attempt to secure marc adequate data, flight rocordors 
have been installed that give a time history of the flight. Tho instru
ments required to do this are considorably hoavier and more complicated 
than the simple V-G recorder. Although they havo afton beon used for 
research investigations, it has not beon possible to fit thom to a 
sufficient number of aircraft for a long enough period to get a really 
adequate samp+ing of data. The therough analysis of this type of record 
is especially tedious, and hns taxed the cc.pncity of the various research 
teams that have used it. Accordingly the volurae of date. to be processed 
from a program of sufficient magnitude to be really deflllitive is so great 
as to render the job very for midable ovon with the assistance of an array 
of high-speed computing devices . In spite of the difficulties, progress 
along these lines is quite feasible, owing to the developments in both the 
recording instrument and the equipment for processing the data . However 
it still suffers· from the limitation of recording the roaction of the air .. 
plane to the gust and not the gust itself and hence is subject to certain 
errors. 



A further method thnt has been used to [Jleasure gusts is to 
provide pressure orificos around tho contour of tho wing of an aircraft, 
If the aircraft is flown on a straight and level course, any sudden 
changes in the pressures recorded aro duo to gusts. If pressures at 
several spanwise stations are recorded vs. time and speed, a picture of 
the structure of tho gust over an arc a is obtainod. It is fairly obvious 
that this is a complicated tcchnique that could only have a very limited 
a.pplication and hence could only securo an inadequate sampling of atmos
pheric conditions. However it has been usod to produce somo very inter
esting results. For somo reason the results vvoro interpreted to show 
that the gusts encountered were rolated to the dimensions of tho aircraft 
in a rather singular way. This seems hardly likely to say the least, 
This serves only to ebphasizo the neod for divorcing tho characteristics 
of the airplane from the rl1easuring instrument. 

All the methods referrod to are inadequate and although they 
have to do with what is essentially metoorological phenomena, they are 
not conducted by meteorologists nor do they use meteorological techniques. 
It is accordingly felt that this situation prosents a definite challenge 
to the meteorologist, especially since the conventional sounding equip. 
ment would appear to have the makings of an oxcellont vehicle, if fitted 
with specialized instrumentation. 

TEMPERATURE ACCOUNTABILITY 

"Temperature accountability" is becoming Q comnon phrase in 
the present day airline operating procedures. Howover tho jet engine is 
about three times as sensitive to temporature as the reciprocoting engine. 
Henoe the effect of temperatura must be allowod for right fro~ the first 
in a modern design. A typical effect on the take-off distance is shovV!l 
in the follOWing table. 

---- L: • 

Temp. Rise Increase in T.O. run % Docroasa in ViT % Decrease in Pay-
for same WT. for saDe T.O. run load % for same 

T.O. run 

100e 13 4 35 

200 e . 26 8 70 

Since it is the object of any givon design to take n certain pay
load out of oertain oirports, it is obvious that effects os lorge as that 
shown must receive very earnest consideration. For service aircraft the 
'specifioation of runway length and paY'"" l7' rrd.litarY""load must of necessity 
be rather generalized, since military aircraft may have to operate almost 
anywhere. However for civil aircraft , it is usual to get dm-m to spocific~ 
airports and the temperature variations on them. Tho percontago occurrenco 
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of the temperatures becomes very important. Thus one could design 
conservatively so the .maximum payload capacity could always be gotten 
out of all airports on the rout'3s under consideration. If high temper
atures were very infrequent, as is usual, then a large payload capacity 
which oould have been provided ~ould be going to waste, i.e., potential 
revenue may be lost. However, if extra payload capacity is provided, 
it is heavy and enlarges the airplane and increases its drag. Accord
ingly the capacity on a hot dGy is actually reduced, although on 
colder days it may be possible to use it. The number of potenti~l 
~on-m1les that can be carried is very much increased if a nico compromise 
is made by using a variable payload. However this has its problems. It 
is difficult to keep passenger rolations on an even keel if passengers 
have to be \tbumped'! at the lost moITtunt due to tomperature, or even if 
they can only get bookings in ad-'.i ilnco sub ject to temperature. Hence it 
is almost essential that at least most of the variable payload be freight 
which can be put on other flights. Even then the most efficient system 
will involve a certain amount of statistical analysis trying to secure 
a balance between the frequency 01 high temp~ratur~s and traffic peaks. 
If the coincidence of extra passengers and high temporaturos is suffic
iently improbable, the risk of 'Ioumpingtl a passenger or two may be run, 
especially since it may be hoped that those lIbumpedll would be last-minute 
bookings who accordingly would not know that they had been IIbumpedll • 

In studying the actual flying of a route, temperature must also 
be taken into accounto If the cruising speed is governed by the maximum 
rpm allowed by the engine manufacturer, then the speed will fall consider
ably, for example, 5% for 200 C above normal. Accordingly if a certain 
speed is found to be most efficient, it will be necessary to provide 
extra thrust on the engine to ensure that tho speed docs not fall ex
cessively too often to disrupt schedules. 

WINDS ALOFT 

Tho flight problem is by no moans simple since not only is 
temperature importcmt but also winds arc a major factor. Whilo it is 
generally appreciated how winds affect al.:rcraft operation, tho importance 
of the gradient with height bocomes more importent with aircraft that 
operate at very high alt.itudosa In some casos it puys to fly lower to 
take advantage of lower vJinds 0 For jet nircraft this involves some 
pennlty in the way of fUel, but this mayor mny not bo largo, depending 
on the circumstances. An int~resting aspect of this is, that if the 
risk of running into a jet stream VJould seom to be much lower if one stuyS 
low when the forecast winds at high altitudes aro high, a sWDll amount 
of extra fuel burned mey well be worthwhile rather than carry very large 
extra reserves to meet the contingency of running into tho jet stream. 

~ue to the complication of tho problem most of tho possibilities 
must be foreseen in adVance nnd genoral operating procedures worked out 
from climatological dnta Q If this is done, detail adjustments can then 

.J::>e made based on the forecast fol' tho actunl flight relntively quickly. 
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While I believ~~ the meteorolf)gists are to be congratulated on 
their store of climatological data on winds and temperatures up to the 
altitudes which are of interest for modern jet aircraft, they have not 
given much of a clue as to the correlation of these data. It may be 
that there is no correlation, although to the layman this seems somewhat 
hard to believe. Nevertheless it can easily be seen that both temper
ature and winds must be considered simultaneously in a detail problem, 
and hence some relationship must implicitly be considered overy time 
the problem is dealt with. 

Ionw 

Another field in which meteorological data is important is in 
the design of ant!- and de-icing gear. Data has been obtained on the 
probable range of conditions undor which icing may be mot and on the 
maximum water content of the air under theso conditions. This information 
is usually sufficient to design the appropriate system to protoct either 
the engine or the airframe surfaces. 

The foregoing remarks have been intended to show that moteor-
·ological data has an important plnce in the basic design of aircraft. 
However meteorologists have boen rather less active in this fiold than 
in the operational field. This is probably, at least in part, due to 
a lack of appreciation of tho problems faced in aircraft design. It 
is accordingly hoped that this paper and othars like it will stimUlate 
interest in this aspect of the meteorological problem. 



METEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE FLIGHT TESTING OF JET AIRCRAFT 

D.H. Rogers. 

£ generation-and-a-half ago Sir Alliot Verdun Roe designed and 
built a flying machine with whioh he managed to attain a hoight of about 
30 to 40 feet and an airspeed of 40 to 50 m.p.h. 

A couple of years ago the Canadian company which boars his 
name, AIV. Roe Canada Limited, made the first flight of an aircraft 
which flies at 30 to 40 thousand feet and at 400 to 500 m.p.h. 

Meteorological considerations wero of prime importance in the 
operation of both aircraft but - there Vias a difference. In the forrer 
case the problem was extremely simplo - in the latter very complex. 

It seems ironical that tho early aircraft, which required 
almost perfect weather conditions, domanded virtually no meteorological 
apparatus and very little knowledge of "weathor ll as liJO know it today. 
I understand that the primary IImetl1instrument in tho early days was a 
cigarette. If the smoke went any way except straight up the weather was 
unsatisfactory. On the other hand the operation of a modern aeroplane~ 
which at '7 times may be hopefully roferred to as an II all-weather" aircraft, 
demands a vast network of complex equipment staffed by highly trained 
technicians of meteorology. The reason for tho chango, of course, is 
the great increase in utilization and operating range of modern air
craft, both transport and military. 

Keeping pace with this development has been a corresponding 
expansion and complication of the procedures for tho testing of aircraft 
in flight. I recontly read a pilot's report of an aircraft tested in 
1912 and it was just four short sentences stating that the B.EIl. had 
a speed of 58-59 m,p.h" a rate of climb of 185 f.p.m., and that the 
machine would stand a loading of 3G. This latter fact was determined 
by suspending the aircraft inverted and loading tho wings with sand bags. 

" 

The complete testing of a modern aircraft literally requires 
filing cabinets full of graphs, tables and reports. In the early days 
it was sufficient to merely demonstrato that tho aeroplane would fly 
and could be controlled to a safe landing. Tho development of a modern 
aircraft usually requires hundreds of hours of exhaustive test flying. 
Broadly speaking, the program can be divided into three goneral cate
gories of tests---Hnndling Trials, Porformanco Testing and Proving or 
Safety Flights. 

HANDLING TR.IAIS 

During the 1920ls as the aircraft increased in nUl!lber, va.riety 
a.nd complexity the flight testing procedures [dso became more detailed
but the results of Handling Tests were still largoly expressed qualitat
i vely 1 i.e., "the Controls aro light and effective. 11 It vms not until 
the 1930 I s that a serious effort was made to interpret quantitatively 
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as many of the handling characteristics of an aircraft as possible. By 
the second world war, although qualitative pilot's reports were - and 
still are ---required, almost every function of the aircraft could be 
stated quantitatively and compared to established standards for the 
category. For example, instead of-or in addition to-saying, lithe 
Controls are light and effective", graphs and tables are prepared to 
show exactly what the forces are for each of the controls and what 
response they produce for every degree of movement and for different 
weights, centre of gravity, altitude, speed, etc. Needless to say this 
involves a great many hours of accurate test flying, complete records 
in flight, and lengthy and accurate analysis of the observations. So 
many instantaneous readings of instruments are nm1 required during a 
manoeuvre that it is beyond the capacity of a pilot or engineering 
observer to obtain them all and this problem is now solved by the in
stallation of a unit known as an automatic-observer. This is a special 
group of carefully calibrated instruments, including the usual things 
such as airspeed, altitude, etc., but with the addition of a "G" indicator, 
Mach meter, and indicators for rudder, elevator and aileron angles, trim 
tab angles, the force the pilot is exerting on the controls and many 
other factors. This panel of instruments is usually enclosed in a woll
lighted box and a camera is arranged to photograph the instruments, 
Single shots can be made when the pilot has tho aircraft in the exact 
condition and attitude desired or the camera can be set to take a series 
of pictures during a manoeuvre. By the use of strain gauges, etc., 
other simultaneous readings arc possible of actual forces acting in any 
part of the aircraft structure during the manoeuvre. 

Weather considerations are not a particularly vital factor in 
this phase of the testing program. As alvmys during test flights it is 
desirable to have a minimum of atmospheric turbulence in order to preduce 
steady readings of the many test instruments and to assist the pilot in 
obtaining and holding a stea~ condition of flight. 

PERFORMANCE TESTING 

In the case of Performance Testing, however, t he weather 
conditions are a very important consideration and this is particularly 
true of jet-powered aircraft. Performance Testing is tho phase covering 
the measurement of everything from takeoff distance to landing run, 
including rate of climb with all engines operating, or with partial engine 
failure; level speeds at all altitudes; maximum and servico ceilings; 
normal and maximum rates of descent; and fuel consumption under varying 
conditions of aircraft weight, power and altitude. 

The effect of atmospheric conditions during this type of testing 
is particularly important in the caso of gas-turbine-powered aircraft 
because of two characteristics of this type of airframe and engine 
configuration. 
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First, the engine power is more adversely affected by high 
ambient temperatures than is the case with conventional power plants. 
This not only increases the takeoff run and reduces the rate of climb 
but, of almost equal importance, an increase of even a few degrees of 
temperature at high altitude reduces the aircraft range and conse-

quently the payload by a surprisingly largo amount. 

The adverse effects of high temperature during the takeoff 
case can be largely overcome by the use of such devices as water
methynol injection to lower the temperature of the air entering the 
engine, thus increasing the mas.s flow, but no practical method has, as 
yet, been devised to prevent the lossos resulting from a higher than 
normal temperature at cruising altitude. 

The 'seoond complication arises due to tho high nltitude at 
which jet aircraft must be tosted. 

Since they operate in tho region of tho tropopauso they are " 
likely to be flying in an aroa of high nltitude "clear air" turbulence. 
Furthermore gro1.Uld speed may be 1.Ulexp0ctodly highor or loss than 
anticipated because of having enco1.Ulterod n high volocity flow of air 
sometimes mysteriously referred to as n "Jot stream". 

Turbulence at the higher nltitudos can bo quito sevore at 
times but usually tho rough air will occur in a relatively thin layor, 
although on one occo.sion over Toronto wo f01.Uld tho air to be rough over 
six or seven thousand foet from about 28,000 feet to 34,000 foet. It 
was much too rough for stend', test flying and sevoro enough in spots 
to cause us to reduce speed. At other times a climb or descent of 500 
or 1,000 feet will be enough to claar tho turbulent layer. Ho~ovor, 
as far ns our experience goes, the implication in tho expression "clear 
air" gust has not been quite correct. liTe havo not onco1.Ultered any 
singlo, sharp-edge gusts of notablo sevority in cloar air and at no 
time have we run into a layer of high altitude turbulenco without also 
observing a demarcation in the atmospheric lovels although such an 
indication may be very faint. Thero may be no solid cloud at all but 
only a very indistinct layer of hazo or just a vaguely discerniblo 
change of shade of the horizon line of tho atmosph~re. Often thoso 
manifestations will be so filmy as to bo quito invisible 'when looking 
up at tho sky from the ground, or donn to tho gro1.Uld YJhen flying above. 
the lnyer. At othor times tho turbulence vlill bo associated with tho 
thin wispy clouds visiblo from tho ground as cirrus. In flight thoso 
will completely obscuro any indication of horizon vlhon operating near 
their level as of course, one is then attompting to look through the 
layer horizontally. 

However, we havo on more than one occasion seon CB build .. ups 
at least three times as high as wore formerly thought possible. It is 
amusing to think back a few years (not so many eithor) to the days when 
it was considered unlikoly that olouds would form much above 12,000 
feet. When aircraft began operating at 12,000 to 15,000 foet, and tho 
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clouds wore still found to bo above this height it vms concedod that 
perhaps they would extend to 18,000 or 20,000 feet. As aircraft 
altitudes continued to incroase tho thinking on tho subject of maximum 
cloud heights had to be revised steadily upvlards. Wo have flovm in 
the vicinity of CB clouds at nonrly 40,000 foot with the tops still 
consider3bly above that height. 

The dangerous possibility of inadvertently flying into ono 
of the very high CB build-ups in bad visibility or at night is con
sidered sufficiontly sorious to warrant the installation of radar in 
jot transports to search out such manifestations of Nature IS might. 
Ono often hears of light aircraft boing damaged or dostroyed by attompt~ 
ing, intentionally or inadvertently, to fly through heavy cumulus but 
even large aircr-::tft can be overcome at tilllOs. During t he war a Bl7 
Flying Fortress attempted to fly through 0. thunderstorm cloud noar tho 
Equator and bits and pieces of aoroplane continued to fallout of tho 
sky for some considorable time over 0. very wide nrea. It certainly is 
important that tho pilot of a jet aircraft bo advisod of tho existence 
and location of such phonomena. 

The disillusionment of finding clouds Dr hazo at 25 to 35 
. thousand feat any day of the week has unfortunately disprovon the 

optimistic predictions that no weathor or turbulonce would be onoountered 
above 15,000-18,000 foot. In addition to being uncDofortably rough 
at times the haze occurring Clt the levels of atuosphoric change at 31) 
to 35 thousand feot may take tho form of ico crystals which have a very 
detrimontal offoot on aircraft radio reception. After flying for about 
an hour through ice hazo at 35,000 foot betnoen ]Viiar.1i and Now York eVEln 
tho V.H.F. equipment was becor.ung very noisy. 

I don It propose to mako r.luch cor:1ElOnt about II Jet StroaIJS". They 
are not the unpredictable mystery they woro once thought to be. Their 
existence, location, direction and forco can bo plotted by the netoor
ologists with D. degree of a.ocuracy depending on tho volum of weather 
information available for the high altitudes. Tho ioportanco of this 
inforrmtion will become grei:\tly intensified rJhen long range flights 
are plannod with considoration of liDited fuel resorvos. 

One interesting thought I would like to present in this 
connection is the possibility of obtaining a. favourablo nind (or at 
least a loss unfavourable one) by changing cruising hGight in relation 
to high altitude turbulencG. An oxporimntal flight test unit of the 
U.S.A.F. has advancod the theory that, in tho vicinity of the trop
opause, where tho turbulence is causod by the abrasion of t"l'JO different 
layers of air, all eastbound flights should operate just on top of the 
turbulence and conversely westbound flights should fly just below (or 
vice versa). I am sorry to say I ar.1 not positive D.S to which direction 
should bo flown above or belew tho rough layer and wc hOVG net had an 
opportunity to investigate this matter ourselves. You \ull, however, 
appreciate the potential importance of this procodure if it is reliable 
and practioal and a really accurate knowlodgo before flight of the 
existing lapse rate and the exact altitude of the tropopauso would be of 
great assistanoo to flight planning. 
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This problem of investigating conditions at high altitude 
and high speed raises interesting secondary problems in connection with 
the attempt to measure conditions sufficiently accurately to give 
clinically reliable test results. High altitude and high speed means 
high Mach numbers and this introduces a new series of correction factors 
for indicated airspeed, altitude and outside air temperature. For 
example, on one flight we made to Winnipeg at 35,000 feet last winter, 
our most accurate and detailed corrections for speed and altitude gave 
an outside air temperature of -89DF but this has been disclaimed by 
certain meteorological centres as being impossible at that time ---
who is right and who is wrong? If the IIMet" office estimate of minus 
75~ is more correct this would throw doubt on all our high altitude 
correction factors. In this case however, we foel that our procedures 
do result in obtaining "true" corrections. 

Furthermore, the exact measuroment of ground speed is far 
from easy unless a very long flight is undertaken. It is unusual to 
have sufficiently clear air at both ends of a trip to allow accurate 
visual pin-pointing of position from 30 or 35,000 feet. Radiobeams, 
cones of silence, and 75 megacyclo marker-beacons are all so broad at 
height as to require special techniquos to even approximate a really 
closo pin-point •. Some work has been done with radar tracking of air
craft and this has promise of consider3.ble accuracy but C8.n only be 
obtained with a rather elaborate set-up of equipment and trained 
opert\tors. This use of radar tracking, plus "telemetering" (which 
takes the photographing of a panel of test instruments in the aircraft 
one step further by the instantaneous and continuous transmission of 
the information to engineering observers on tho ground) would appear to 
be tho coming thing for the testing of jet aircraft. The use of tole
metering will be particularly useful in the caso of jet fighters. In 
a transport-type aircraft such as tho Jetliner we o.lvmys carry engineering 
observers who follow the progress of tho flight and are available to consult 
with tho test pilot if it is considored advisablo to alter the flight 
procodure in order to obtain better results in some other way or because 
of a change in some condition affecting the flight. The pilot is largely 
on his own in tho case of fighter testing of course but, as the engineering 
section slyly points out when discussing the merits of telemetering, 
they will be able to radio up to the pilot to pay attention to what he 
is doing; that, say, ho is flying at 29,990 feet instead of llprecisely 
30,000 feotll as they so glibly state in their pre-flight briefing. 
(This test flying is becoming tougher every dayl) Seriously of course 
it will be an excellent aid to the accurate and expeditious obtaining 
of results by flight testing and may add something to safety as well. 

Before I leave tho subjoct of the effect of the atmospheric 
conditions on Performance Testing there are two other conditions which 
are unsatisfactory, depending on the type of test being condUcted. One 
is the presence of an inversion during climb tests which spoils the 
continuity of the results, The other is the presence of very long waves 
or undulations occasionally encountered in level flight. These wa.ves 
may be as much as 40 or 50 miles from crest to crest but the aircraft 
attitude and speed are never truly stabilized in these conditions beQ8use 
one is always flying on a gradual up-slope or down-slope. Whether such 
conditions really have an appreciable effect on the actual performance or 
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not, I do not know but in any case, the resulting irregularity and 
inconsistency of the oof'srver readings am a source of such great annoy
ance to the flight analysis department that they are usually considered 
unsatisfactory because too many correction factors are introduced to 
give the results the desired degree of accuracy. 

PROVING AND SAFETY FLIGHTS 

The third general classification of test flying is the 
Proving and Safety Flights. These involve such things as limiting Maoh 
number, limiting indicated airspeed, night flying, de-icing trials,eto. 
The importance of the weather factor varies greatly depending on the 
particular 'type of test~ For example it is much more oonclusive if 
de-icing flights can be carried out in actual icing conditions rather 
than simulating the oonditions by a water spray and other artifioial 
devices. It also simplifies things to carry out the night flying tests 
after darkl 

When investigating the limiting Mach number characteristics of 
the aircraft these flights are carried out at high altitude and at low , 
temperature becauso, as you probably know, a decrease of atmospheric 
pressure and air temperature results in a corresponding decrease of the 
speed of sound. Consequently the aircraft can fly at a higher percentage 
of the speed of sound (or a higher Mach number) with a lower. indicated 
airspeed under these conditions. This is an important advantage since 
the Mach number of an aircraft is usually limited by an initial moderate 
airframe buffeting followed, as tho aircraft is pushed still further to 
a higher Mach number, by a sudden, and sometimes severe, deterioration 
of handling charactoristics~ This loss of control may take the form of 
sharp wing dropping, diroctional snaking or a sudden uncontrolled steep· 
ening of the dive. Tho violence of these gyrations can be such that 
actual structural damage could occur to the aircraft. This danger is 
reduced by flying at the higher altitudes because the lowe,r indicated 
airspeeds mean a corresponding reduction of air loads on the aircraft 
surfaces. 

When the limiting airspeed is being investigated tho flights are 
normally carried out at low altitude and high temperature because the 
speed of sound is highel' in such conditions and this means that the air
craft can be flown at higher indicated airspoeds at a lower percentago 
of the speed of sound thus avoiding the type of complication I was just 
discussing of serious dotorioration of han~ing characteristics due to 
compressibility effects~ This advantage is becoming continuously more 
marginal however because, as the power of modern jot ai:rcraft increa.ses, 
they have begun to reach the point ~hore they are capable of level 
indicated airspeeds so close to the speed of sound that they are defin
itely in that range known as "trans-sonic" where the effects of increasing 
compressibility can be felt. 
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Another adverse factor in c9nnection with very high indicated 
airspeeds at low altitudes, particularly with the desired high temper
atures, is the severity of the effect of turbulence. In addition to 
being very uncomfortable for the pilot and resulting in bruises about 
the shoulders and thighs and necessitating the use of a crash helmet, 
it can also cause structural damage to the aircraft, sometimes suffic
iently severe to be catastrophic. 

Another series of trials where ideal weather conditions are 
essential is the accelerate-stop tests, to determine the runway length 
roquired to accelerate to safety speed Dt maximum gross weight and then, 
in the event of engine failure, to throttle back and brake to a stop. 

As you will realize the weather is a very important factor in 
almost every phase of test flying and I would liko to mention briefly the 
way in whioh the forecasting of the general weather is important too, :in 
its effect on the overall flight test program. 

THE ROLE OF FORECASTS IN FLIGHT TESTING 

It is characteristic of experimental aircraft that it is always 
difficult to get them out of the hands of tho shop and into the air. So 
many sections of the organization have modifioations they wish mnde~. 
test instruments installed or special inspections carried out that somoone 
is always standing by with Vlork to be done when the aircraft is on the 
ground due to weather (or any other oause). Consequently it really helps 
our program planning tOknOVl a day or so ahead if the weather will or 
will not be suitable for test flying. If not,the aircraft can be m:lde 
temporarily unserviceable for the completion of some work in the shop or, 
if it is known that the 'weather will be good, this ground work can often 
be postponed and tho aircraft inspectod by the night shift and preparod 
for a morning test flight, 

In this connection I would just like to stick my neck out to 
mention my observations on the foreoo.sting of goneral area weather. I am 
quite sure my thoughts on the subject are not at all original but, for 
what they arc worth, here they nre. 

I am invariably surprised by the accuracy of the foreoasts of 
general VJenther oonditions and temperature. But it appear s to mo that in 

the greatest percentage of 11 misfiros" just one thing has happened. The 
weather as foreoast exists nIl right but it isnlt where it was supposed 
to be because it has beon forced toohange either speod or direction or 
both. This is probably n vast oversimplification of a very complex problem 
but I am very hopeful and confidont that, in ~he not too distant future, 
the tremendous background of observations and your constant stuqy and 
analysis will reveal the hidden formula which will unfuilingly indicate 
what the resulting movement of each nir mass will be for any oombination 
of pressure patterns. 
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Before concluding, I would like to mgntion, for your consider
ation, one phase other than the test flying of a jet-powered aircraft in 
which really accurate weather forecasting could make a tremendous diff
erence in the overall picture of the operation of such an aircraft. This 
is a very difficult requirement to meet and involves the forecasting with 
extreme accuracy of terminal conditions when such conditions are right 
I! on limi tsl! • 

Although it is quite possible for a multi-engined jet-powered 
aircraft to stretch its endurance at low altitude by a reduction of power, 
or even the stopping of one or more engines, it requires almost prohibitive 

quantities of reserve fuel to be able to climb again in order to fly to 
the alternate airport after descending to have a look at the terminal 
weather. However T.C.A. states that a large percentage of their schedules 
can presently be completed because they almost invariably allow the pilot 
to come down to execute an instrument approach in the hope that conditions 
will be on, or slightly above, limits at the particular moment he is 
letting down between the range and the airport. As you are well aware 
it is a very difficult problem for the forecaster to predict accurately 
whether the terminal weather will be 400 and 1 or perhaps only 300 and 
1/2 for a period 30 or 45 minutes hence. The margin is so critical between 
permissible and "below limits" weather that the slightest variation of 
wind, temperature, pressure or humidity can make the difference between 
a completed approach or a diversion to an alternate. 

In the case of jet aircraft the sure knowledge that field con
ditions would or would not be "beloYJ limits" might make possible a sub
stantial reduction of the reserve fuel. By eliminating any necessity 
of descending to check the terminal conditions, with the ever-present 
possibility of having to consume the large quantity of fuel required to 
climb and then proceed to the alternate, a portion of this fuel could be 
replaced with payload. I realize though that this will be an extremely 
hard nut to crack. 

In conclusion I would like to voice our appreciation for the 
continuous help and co-operation we receive from the Airways Forecasters 
at Malton. When the weather is variable we sometimes have to call them 
several times a day in order to check current conditions because, as I 
have tried to point out, the test flying of jet aircraft requires more 
information than that conditions are above or below VoF .R. They have 
always been sympathetic to our requests, and interested in our special 
problems, and it has meant a great doal to us to have their ready help 
and advice. 




